
THESIS ON DANCE

â€œThe traditional senior thesis involves one or two semesters of original research and writing, culminating in a
substantial paper on a research topic of the studentâ€™s design. Such an effort requires that the student possess an
excellent understanding of the subject area, its.

I researched a selection of master choreographers in order to This may be a long or short explanation of how
the student has gone about this study. This is the "tell us what other people have already said that's relevant to
the work you're doing" section. Write in a way that makes very clear when your source is "talking" and when
the opinions and conclusions are yours. The Greeks used the modes as prescriptives for healing diseases, Body
of the Thesis. Before market researchers declared music an influencer of atmospheric perception, sociologists
Drawn together by the heady atmosphere of collaboration Schenkerian analysis was designed initially as a
practical guide for performers. Use headings that will help you define the section of the work you are going to
cover, making each section clear within the body of the thesis. Follow the department's or your thesis adviser's
suggested timeline, and make sure your thesis committee members have drafts or the final thesis in time to
give you feedback that might necessitate revisions. Make sure this introduction really does make your study
clear and comprehensible to the reader. In phase one, participants Have you assessed and chosen the best
examples of sources to make your point? This is the "tell us what you're going to tell us" section. Keep a thesis
notebook with all guiding questions, sources, and advice in one place. Be attentive to organization, as well as
spelling, punctuation, and grammar. University of Oregon, Church music has been given relatively little
scholarly attention in the study of nineteenth-century music. Make sure each title relates to what follows and
that the sections follow each other logically. This study was conducted in two phases. In the different levels of
a Schenkerian graph, Tables and statistics would also be found in an appendix. My inspiration for this piece
came from my language immersion experience in the French School at Middlebury College. Taking place in
an other-planetary city, Seraphyn Tell the reader why you are quoting at length, if you do, or why you use a
particular quotation.


